
Please paste your poem on this page 

The Cleaners 
My Mother Rina Limbu,  
and the Housekeepers of  Malmaison. 

HONEYMOON SUITE 

we are the cleaners eating dust    we pick up dead skin in lumps along the inch of  our fingers   we pick 
the scent of  leftover breakfast pastries on our uniform which rub against our moist armpits like 
washboards as we reach up to spread the sheets out wide   like the outside sky shaking out 
their dirty stars  
  
                           sometimes we find the plum mark of  lips on the pillows and   we think this is a 
woman who has kissed more than a single lip  this is a woman with hips that streamlines the breeze 
unlike us  our hips are spiked by the elbows of  chairs unlike us our skin so salty  yes this is a 
woman whose skin will taste of  lychee  and  

                                we are the cleaners who pour a pint of  milk down the cold bowl of  the 
toilet  the plopping of  water on water sounding like clucking  a drumbeat  we scrub that curved 
white throat we scrub until we can see our eyes  until we see our tea stained faces until we 
see we are not smiling  then we close this mouth  

ROOM 207 (VIP Suite) 

here we remember how hungry we are 

how back home in the morning we ground poppadum  
and salt into rice we remember Vaat Khanu Parcha* 
and rice are the golden tears of  the earth  

how when we first arrived we would eat what our  
husbands got for us how spit split our tongue  
how we did not know we were eating our god 

how we used to sweep floors holding our lungis  
to our waist now we wear Suitable Trousers without 
slippers squelching like slaps on hot pavement  

we remember that this will be the furthest distance we will all travel 
that the rain at 4am used to sing differently  

that we have forgotten to taste with our hands  



ROOM 123 

PATTING THE PILLOWS in this room 
we dream of  our boys the ones we left behind  we dream our boys kissing the picture of  their 
mothers every night before sleep   we dream they’re old enough to know whether the 
oranges from the mountains are sweet or sour  we dream our sons thick with platinum arms and 
shins lassoing the moon across the oceans shooting an arrow at the Sun  we dream the Sun falling  
 we dream of  them catching pockets of  light   we dream of  them catching a bird in 
flight then   we dream them men in sunglasses straw sandals melting into the street 
motorbikes growling waiting to carry a girl through grey rusting gates 

Dumpster 

TAKING THE BINS OUTSIDE 
We will remember what we always said to our little girls 
You should eat the leaf  
You should eat the fruit 
But not the entire tree 

ROOM 303 

We are the cleaners mourning our daughters who always knew if   
the lids were left too loose the ants would get in 

We see our daughters visiting neon hotels for single nights 
in the arms of  a wobbly man 

We see our daughters in her loose check shirt skipping down  
the stairs her neck bare against the wind, her arms rustling branches   

We see her head bopping to the breeze forgetting that nodding  
does not mean please   we will   please don’t hit us 

 
 
we are the cleaners  using the trunk  of  the   hoover  
     for each  corner and the   floor  we are   on  our   hands  
&  knees   and we are  
not even praying  one side of  our face    will always   be itchy we 
become                  ants   staring into darkness under the beds       some of  
us           are too old   for our backs   to arch if    one is 
behind    we will        come together    
and pull together  in  four directions  we will   crouch around       
like the wives          of  Krishna    
this room  a harem   this bed         
                      our 
husband 
 



* Translation from Nepalese: ‘We must eat rice/ Let’s have dinner’ 




